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Blogging - Is it worth doing? From general comments I
have heard across the photography community then the answer is mostly yes! Do it. One thing is for
certain, if a photographer is known to have a blog then few people think that's a bad thing.
Even if a blog or photoblog is not up to the standard of your usual work it is often seen as a sandbox
for experiments or a place to bounce creative ideas off the wider photo community. Blogging on a
photography or microstock [2] related topic is a great way to 'learn through teaching'.

You don't have to be a novelist or trained in writing to blog, in fact the original idea of a 'photoblog'
was a regularly updated page and archive gallery of past photos, each with just a title and short
description. Most photographers however don't create photoblogs these days, instead creating a
blog with posts which are rich in images with a little text along with each one, or a series of image
posts interspersed with comment, stories or recent ideas etc.
You could create a gallery of your work online, but the reason blogs are so popular is their ease of
upload and ability to form networks of related blogs though comments and trackbacks. Galleries are
simple to add images to often have a disadvantage of feeling like browsing through a directory tree
of thumbnails on a computer, it's difficult to make a gallery feel 'alive' or tell a story.

Benefits: if done properly blogging can:

Create a network of photographers who are interested in the same subjects you like to shoot.
Inspire creativity (which can be thin on the ground in the stock photo world).
Gives you somewhere to promote your work, people who read your blog can 'read more
about me' and see links to your microstock work.
Creates targets and challenges, e.g. a new photo each week or day, or (common for
microstockers) a post each month about earnings with the aim of earning successively more
each month)
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Produce a handy journal of places you visited, shoots you organised or subjects of your photo
studies.

Disadvantages:

Takes a lot of time to set-up.
Can be difficult and frustrating to set-up if you do not have a reasonable knowledge of
'internet technology'.

Blogging Platforms
Where to blog... well you could start with flickr, and create a photostream, it's not exactly your own
blog, but it is at least a URL which you can use when you post comments on blogs and forums. It's a
simple way to display your photography.
Wordpress.com [3], Tumblr [4] and Blogger.com [5] offer hosted accounts where you can access
their well developed blog platform and produce a presence online using the templates and plugins
which they provide.
A self hosted blog is the most flexible option, but more difficult to set-up. Wordpress is not the only
platform available (see Wordpress.org [6]) there are lots of other Blog CMS (content management
systems) that you could use, some free or "open source" and some with more professional features
available at a cost. Read more about photography site CMSs. [7]

Things all good photography sites and blogs have...
If you do go into creating your own blog or photo site then the standard rules of the internet apply,
good page titles, descriptions, keywords/tags etc. (read our post on SEO for photography sites [8] for
more on this subject). In addition to that, any site should also contain:

About page - who you are, a creative statement about your work and how you can be
contacted.
Contact - a page with contact info such as your phone, but also an online form for people to
send you an e-mail.
FAQ / Help - this one is perhaps optional for the smaller site, but is a place you can direct 'lost
visitors' to the most important parts of your site, and let them know what you are trying to
achieve with your site.
RSS [9] Feed - an important way of letting visitors 'subscribe' to your site so that they are
notified when you update it.
If Relevant: links to your microstock portfolios so that buyers can look at more of your work.

Blogging Tips
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Write about something you are
interested in, and consider something other than what you do full-time. Remember that six months
down the line you will still need to be interested in the subject. There is a tricky balance in keeping
your subject and blog name generic enough to allow your interests to grow but also a specific
enough topic to keep people interested... "oh no, another photography tips blog". Blogging can be a
good way to stretch yourself into doing something you have a fear of but want get better at.
If your website contains anything dynamic (i.e. it is more than just plain html) like a Wordpress blog
then always keep your software and plugins up-to-date. Old versions of CMS software can contain
bugs which may allow a hacker to access your site. It happened to me a while back with a Wordpress
blog. The hack was done in a very stealthy way so that normal access to the site revealed nothing
out of the ordinary, only a search on google for site:mydomain.com revealed that I was also serving
up thousands of spam pages linked to other blogs infected by the same hackers. The solution was
simple, I just had to restore one file from my back-ups (easy to spot as the size was different, but
then it took many hours to confirm that no other files or templates had been 'seeded' with back
doors). The first I knew of the issue was when google webmaster tools informed be that my site was
being de-listed for containing so many spam links, and while my response to google explaining the
resolution of the issue resulted in the blog remaining in the search engine, it has taken months for
the search engine traffic to build back up (and has still not reached previous levels). Such an event
can, if you are not careful result in your domain being blacklisted all together, and as such can ruin
your business or virtually stop any new search engine visitors from seeing your blog. The more
popular your blog the more likely the hackers will want to break in.

Related Posts
CMS Software for Photographers [7]
Promoting your stock photo portfolio [10]
Preventing Image Theft [11]
SEO for image / photography sites [8]
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